THE WINWICK
PERFECT FOR ANY SETTING.
GATE SPECIFICATION
Handmade from a choice of softwood or
hardwood.
Matching pedestrian side gate and smaller
garden gates available.
Ironmongery, accessories and stains
available.
All our Gates are suitable for automation.
The Winwick Driveway Gates are a
charming gate with a handsome curved
top rail and is perfect for any setting. Its key feature is the curved wood top rail which adds height in the
centre and gracefully sweeps down to provide a little more privacy.
The softwood tongue and groove boards are set in a heavy duty wooden framework, ledged and braced
with mortise and tenon joints.
We recommend the use of‚ SX70/ AQ70‚ wood stain or similar.
There are a wide choice of colours available in the SX70 range including:- Teak, Red Cedar, Walnut,
Mahogany, Light Oak, Mid Oak, Antique Pine, Pine, Black, Cream and White.

ACCESSORIES
Ironmongery kits and locks to suit.
Galvanised or Black.

Tel: 01604 581444

HOW TO MEASURE YOUR GATES
Driveway Gate sizes listed is the ACTUAL width of the gate. Therefore, you will need to allow for hinge/
centre clearance and posts/ pillars. Calculating the required size is an important task to complete, but we
can help you if needed.
1. Calculating the width required between existing Pillars or Posts:
Take three measurements, top, middle and bottom.
The shortest measurement will be the one required to calculate your
gate size.
Reduce the measurement by 40mm (1, 1/2 inch). (This is the gap
required for a standard hook & band hinge set & the centre opening)
Example: Shortest Width: 3m 450mm (minus 40mm) =
ACTUAL WIDTH OF GATE 3m 410mm.
2.

Calculating the width required without Posts in position:
Take the total measurement of your opening Example: 4m 320mm)
Decide on the size of posts needed either 4" x 4" (95mm x 95mm) or 6" x 6" (150mm x 150mm). Generally,
an opening size of 3m will be 4" x 4" posts, any size over will need 6" x 6" posts.
Reduce the posts off the opening measurement: Example: 4m 320mm MINUS (2x 6" x 6" posts) = 4m
020mm
Finally, reduce the 40mm gap (for hinges/centre opening): Example: 4m 020mm MINUS HINGE
ALLOWANCE = 3m 980mm
ACTUAL WIDTH OF GATE WILL BE: 3m 980mm.

NOTES

IF YOU’RE UNSURE OF WHAT SORT OF GATE, SIZE OR TIMBER YOU WOULD LIKE AND NEED SOME HELP IN
CHOOSING OR DESIGNING SOMETHING UNIQUE TO YOU.
PLEASE CONTACT OUR FRIENDLY EXPERIENCED TEAM AT HARLESTONE GATES TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
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